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Note from the Editor...

This issue of Man, Alive! was a

hard birthing, struggling to enter

this world despite my personal time

constraints, low energy, the holiday

cudgel and cold, cold rain. But

more than that: it’s a heavy, heavy

baby.

James Mischke’s fine assembly

of the dire facts that face our

nation’s first people disturbs a

conscious man’s heart. It’s a long

article and one that cries to be

heard. The story that is seldom told

is the one in which modern day

descendants of Europeans — most

of us — live bountiful lives, danc-

ing as it were, on the shambles of

destroyed peoples. There’s a hard

reckoning ahead if this planet,

ourselves, our progeny, are to

survive.

In my community in the Sierra

Nevada foothills of northern

California, a strong, local, environ-

mental group, the South Yuba

River Citizens League, or SYRCL,

recently held its annual Wild and

Scenic Film Festival. A vast major-

ity of the films focused on environ-

mental struggles that were spear-

headed by America’s indigenous

populations. It is very clear to me

that we who dance on the rubble of

genocide must learn to follow the

lead of those who came before and

who still nourish their link to

nature herself.

Mischke’s article is a good start

for getting an intellectual grasp of

the problem. To help flesh out the

true impact of intergenerational

trauma (IGT), I interviewed

Roberto Garcia, a friend who lives

in Nevada County CA, who is a

loved friend of our Tsi Akim tribe

of Maidu who were forced by the
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The long-term effects of forced

relocation, a loss of independence,

confinement to reservations,

boarding school experiences and

the forced assimilation on one

hand, coupled with the

exclusionary forces of American

cultural racism on the other,

continue today to plague American

Indian and Alaskan Native

communities. Individual and

collective loss has created an

intergenerational pattern of grief,

loss, helplessness and anger that

contribute to today’s high rates of

violence, abuse and trauma.

The Long Walk among Navajo

people has been compared to the

Jewish Holocaust in that many

native people experience the

“survivor, survivor-child”

syndrome: anxiety and impulsivity;

intrusive holocaust imagery,

including nightmares; depression,

withdrawal, isolation and guilt;

elevated mortality rates from

cardiovascular diseases, as well as

suicide and other forms of violent

death. These symptoms are often

subjectively experienced as a

perceived obligation to share

ancestral pain, as well as

identification with the deceased

ancestors as experienced within a

larger psychospiritual context of

compensatory fantasies, and

unresolved grief.1

The collateral consequences of

this “survivor, survivor-child”

phenomenon are demonstrated by

the research data compiled by the

state of New Mexico.  Twice as

many Indian children, compared to

any other ethnic group, are in foster

care in New Mexico with as many

as 25-30 percent of American

Indian children having been

removed from their families.2 This

alienated population, however,

faces significant gaps in prevention

and intervention.

A key issue is the grief that is

neither openly acknowledged nor

publicly mourned. This syndrome

results in the intensification of

normative emotional reactions such

as anger, guilt, sorrow, and

helplessness and expresses itself as

depression or anxiety.3 This trans-

generational grief along with the

degree of violence that is being

perpetrated and experienced in

First Nation communities

frequently result in psychological

numbing leading to high rates of

domestic violence, child

maltreatment, alcoholism, suicide,

homicide, “accidental deaths”, and

rape.  These forms of tragedy are

not lost with the demise of the

individual, but rather perpetuated

repeatedly across time via

dysfunctional family structure,

without necessarily offering any

prospect of amelioration.  Injury

becomes permanently culturally

ingrained and evolves as a matrix

for subsequent and tragic

generalized forms of lateral

oppression.

A recent study on the short term

and long term effects of violent

victimization on youths has

concluded that such violent

victimization experienced as an

adolescent increases the likelihood

of adult drug problems by more

than 50 percent, according to

Menard, 2002.  In this study, there

was evidence that a continuity of

problems carried forward into

adulthood is highly likely. These

problems were detected in such

forms as three times the rate of

adult anxiety, twice the rate of

PTSD (post traumatic stress

disorder), and an increased rate of

adult depression.

The number of violent

victimizations, including rape,

sexual assault, robbery, aggravated

assault and simple assault for the

American and Alaskan Indian

population is two and one-half

times that of any other ethnic group

in the United States today.

The demographic profile of

the long walkthe long walk
James MischkeJames Mischke
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Dine’ (Navajo) young adults and

their families in northwest New

Mexico present a unique socio-

demographic environment. New

Mexico is unique because of the

combination and interaction of five

basic factors: 1) New Mexico has a

956 percent larger proportion of

American Indians than the rest of

the nation; 2) New Mexico is

primarily a sparsely populated rural

frontier state; 3) New Mexico

unemployment rates are 11 percent

higher than the national average

(50 percent unemployment on the

Navajo Indian Reservation); 4)

New Mexico chronically reflects

high poverty rates (20 percent

lower median household income);

and, 5) a high rate of uninsured

individuals and families (24

percent).4

Moreover, New Mexico

reflected the third highest

unemployment rate the in the U.S.,

even before the events of

September 11, 2001. New Mexico

has the 49th lowest per capita

income in the nation, with

Mississippi being the 50th.  Further,

compared to other Mountain states,

New Mexico has the highest

percentage of uninsured citizens

below 100 percent of the Federal

Poverty Level, the highest

percentage of uninsured individuals

below 200 percent of the FPL, and

the lowest percentage of citizens

covered by private employer health

insurance. Twenty-four percent of

New Mexico’s children and

adolescents are uninsured

compared to 15 percent in other

Mountain states and 12 percent in

the nation as a whole5.  In San Juan

County, 27 percent of the residents

live at or below the poverty level.

Finally, New Mexico has a

higher proportion of its total

population eligible for Medicaid

(18 percent compared to a national

average of 11 percent).  Of the

371,000 people who qualify for the

Medicaid program in the state of

New Mexico, 250,000 of them are

children.  In San Juan County, there

are 23,167 people enrolled in the

Medicaid program; 15,450 of them

are children.  Fifty-four percent of

those enrolled in the Medicaid

program in San Juan County are

Native Americans (only McKinley

County has a higher American

Indian Medicaid population).6

New Mexico’s Region 1, which

includes San Juan County, has an

over 25 percent higher proportion

of adults in poverty, and an over 19

percent greater proportion of youth

under the age of 18 living in

poverty, as compared to a similar

statewide population.  Region 1 has

an over 100 percent higher rate of

alcohol related deaths, and a rate of

Driving While Intoxicated (DWI)

arrests that is over 1000 percent

higher than the state average!

While in the State of New Mexico

as a whole, 44 percent of all fatal

automobile collisions involved

alcohol, in San Juan County, 70

percent of fatal crashes involved

alcohol.

Predictably, violence in such

forms as gangs, child maltreatment,

and domestic violence varies

directly with such factors as

reviewed above. This appears to be

the trend in the Region 1 area.

Gang violence has increased

dramatically over the last few years

in San Juan County and on the

Navajo Indian Reservation as a

whole.  There are over 30

organized gangs in San Juan

County and 75 active gangs within

the Navajo Nation.7

American Indian adolescents,

compared to non-minority

adolescents in the population at

large, were much more likely to be

diagnosed with ADHD (attention

deficit hyperactivity disorder) and

substance abuse or substance

dependence disorders.8  Other

factors, such as attachment

disorder, poor parental monitoring,

parental or sibling substance abuse

and child maltreatment along with

high rates of learning disorders,

and poor social skills interplay with

the school and community

environment to interfere with the

successful development of

adolescents.9  These factors

decrease the resiliency in an

adolescent’s ability to implement

healthy coping responses to

environmental stressors and serve

to decrease motivation within the
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behavior of the young adult.

While there is a paucity of

studies focusing on AI/AN

adolescents and co-occurring

disorders, a recent study does show

that being an AI/AN male, having

been a victim of violence and

feeling depressed were associated

with alcohol abuse in a primary

care setting.10 Yet, recent literature

has reported adolescent females to

have higher severity than

adolescent males in their

substance use and

victimization and

psychiatric co-occurring

disorders.11 Another study

determined that co-

occurring emotional and

behavioral disorders are

prevalent among Indian

adolescents.12 The findings

of Stewart & Chaffin (in

press) are consistent with

the 1992 National Co-Morbidity

Survey (NCS), that determined the

mean age of onset for mental health

problems is 11 years old and the

mean age of onset for addictive

disorders is 17.13 The previously

considered factors provide a profile

as to the legacy received from

previous stages of development by

the Dine’ young adult population in

northwest New Mexico.

The prevalence of serious

mental disorders among juveniles

in custody (20 percent) is higher

than for other juveniles (5 to 9

percent), according to the National

GAINS Center.  For American

Indian youth in custody, the rate is

approximately 50 percent.14 In

2001, San Juan County

incarcerated approximately 800

juveniles. Of these inmates who

had not yet reached the

developmental stage of young

adulthood, 49 had been sexually

molested. These adolescents ranged

in age from 13-18, with over 70

percent being American Indian!

A further and more recent

exacerbating factor has arisen in

the form of an expanding presence

of methamphetamines in the midst

of contemporary northwestern New

Mexico Dine’ communities. In

2000, the Narcotics Task Force that

covers Region 1 in New Mexico

reported that 93 percent of their

drug seizures were

methamphetamines.15 It is well

established that both American

Indian and Alaskan Native

adolescents and families manifest a

very high rate of alcoholism.  In

view of the indicators for the

propensity of the existence of the

addictive personality within these

populations, methamphetamine

poses a particularly serious

problem for indigenous adolescents

and young adults. This is especially

true for those with significantly

higher levels of alcohol and

marijuana dependence, frequently

found with the plethora of mental

health issues discussed herein.  The

increasing use of

methamphetamines among

adolescents and young adults tends

to thrust indigenous youth into a

higher at-risk category for

developing severe mental health

and physical problems along with

increased exposure to associated

violence and abuse, and thus, the

typically noted

epiphenomenological psychosocial

trauma symptoms previously

reviewed.

In conclusion, consider these

facts:

• In regard to liberty and justice for

all, LaFromboise (1988) reported

that Indian people in urban areas

are taken into custody for

violations committed under the

influence of drugs or alcohol four

times as often as Blacks and

ten times as often as Whites.

• As for the opportunity to

experience parental love, it

has been reported that

American Indian children

have two-times a higher risk

of experiencing child

maltreatment. Prevalence

rates of domestic violence

among American Indian

populations have been

reported ranging from 52 percent to

91 percent.16

•  The result: from 1979 to 1992,

suicide rates for Native Americans

(including both American Indians

and Alaska Natives) were about 1.5

times the rate for the general

population with a disproportionate

number occurring among young

male Native Americans (ages 15-

24).17 This group accounted for 64

percent of all suicides by Native

Americans. The young Native

American male now qualifies for

protection under the endangered

species act.

• Another measurable outcome:

The death rate among American

Indians and Alaska Natives due to

cirrhosis is 2.7 times that of the

overall population rate.18  Overall

alcohol-related mortality has been

found to be almost 4 times that of

Caucasians.  As to the American

Indian and Alaska Native death rate

due to alcoholism, since 1990 the

In 1851, the California State
government paid $1 million
for scalping missions. You

could still get $5 for a
severed Indian head in

Shasta in 1855, and twenty
five cents for a scalp in

Honey Lake in 1863.
— International Indian Treaty Council



proportional rate has risen to

seven times that of all U.S. races.20

•  The intergenerational harvest:

alcohol-related deaths among

Indian adolescents ages 15-24 are

17 times higher than the national

average.

• Navajo youth extinction as a

result of corporate expansion

enacted in service of the “good

life”: Death rate by cancer of

Navajo adolescents living in close

proximity to coal fired power

plants on the reservation is 17

times as great as compared with

those Navajo adolescents living

elsewhere.20

How can such scenarios of life

and death on the part of our

neighbors be framed as

“acceptable”?  Emmanuel Kant

asked: “What I ought to do?”  I

ask: “Is there anything Men’s

Wellness can do?”

James A. Mischke, M. S. W., L. C.
S. W. is in his 27th year as professor
of psychology, sociology, and social
Work at Dine College.
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Party vice-presidential candidate

Roberto Garcia was ordained a Catholic priest in 1960 after attending

Immaculate Heart Seminary in Santa Fe. He worked with the Coalition of

Free Clinics, La Gente, he was head of the Community Design Center at

UNM, was Community Action Program Director in Torrance and Santa Fe

counties and served as State Director of OEO in New Mexico from 1966-

68. Today he works with the Indigenous Peoples Coalition and the Indian

Treaty Council. He lives in the Sierra Nevada Foothills in Nevada County

California. Both maternal grandparents were Dine’.

Q. James Mischke’s article lists a basket of statistics that can be

traced to Intergenerational Trauma or Grief. You are Dine’. How did

you avoid becoming one of Mischke’s statistics?

A. Well, I didn’t entirely avoid becoming one of the statistics, even

though the statistics that I was part of are not real hard statistic — suicide,

attempted suicide, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, child abuse and things like

that.  Nevertheless I was one of those statistics in which the problem was

very deep, inside, in the spirit – anger, disgust, hatred, you know, serious

— impatience, serious problems most of my life, many of them unmen-

tioned by me. You know, they just sat inside of me. This began when I was

very, very young, and when I got the history of chicanos and indians from

my parents and elders about the invasion New Mexico the theft of land,

the imprisonment, the maltreatment of our people by the government, by

the law, a lot of this seethed inside of me, and I kept a cap on it most of my

life, although it came to the surface very frequently.

But my the time I was able to do something about it as a professional,

then, I found an outlet for it and became involved politically in various

ways so that it was a very healthy outlet in that it made me able to cope

with it, being culturally, socially, politically active.

Like I say, I was one of those statistics because I have those deep

powerful feelings that all of indigenous people have, except that mine

didn’t translate into crime, or abuse of any kind. Although I can think of

different kinds of abuse in my life, where I was confrontational, mean

spirited with my adversaries, with my tormentors, things like this, so that,

yeah, I did manifest some of these things. But it was there. It was not only

A Conversation with Roberto:
the human side of the statistics
Interviewed by Dan Scanlan



inside of me, it was all around me.

I grew up with it. It became part of

my life. In a way it still is, except

that now I have far healthier out-

lets.

Q. You said political activism wa

one of the things that helped you

rise above the statistics? What

was most significant?

A. In the priesthood, in Penasco,

and then later in

Mountainire...Once I started work-

ing for the Community Action

Program and OEO, I began to

expand my activities to much wider

kinds of functions to try to create

social change. I did that between

1966 and 1970 thereabouts, and

then, even after that as a consultant

in the early 70s, so I was working

for social change within the OEO

and related programs and then later

in Santa Fe when I came back from

Texas it was through La Gente

which was a political organization,

much akin to urban guerilla work.

By that I don’t mean the violent

radical image that that brings in

this country, I mean guerilla war-

fare by resisting exploitation,

resisting occupation, colonialism,

through peaceful and legal means,

which is what we did. Mainly it

was education but it was also

demonstration and running projects

of all different kinds, political,

cultural, spiritual, but of course, we

were perceived by the government

and the police as being urban

guerillas, because they could not

distinguish anymore at that point

between guerillas that were violent

and guerillas that were not violent.

We didn’t even have firearms, for

example, although our people were

shot at all the time and our people

were murdered in cold blood

constantly during that time.

And then, following my work

with La Gente (the people), even at

the same time I was working with

La Gente and founded the clinic

and built it in 1972 until 1975 I

worked with other organizations,

La cooperative Agricolas, coalition

of agricultural cooperatives, I think

I was the president of that one. I

also worked in El Horito organiz-

ing a clinic in that village where I

lived; worked with the local elders

who were trying to recuperate from

the economic devastation from that

part of the county, Tierra Maria

county, that part of the county

through resistance, cultural politi-

cal resistance. I was their legal

advisor, even though I’m not a

lawyer, but that’s how desperate

they were to get technical assis-

tance of any kind; but it was vari-

ous types of political and also

social activity like the coalition of

free clinics and the agricultural

coop,  they were cultural and

economic as well as political

programs that we did.

Q.  How much of a role in

Intergenerational Trauma

does a name have?

A. It has a lot to do with it because

one’s name is integrally related to

one’s identity, so that the name

your parents gave to you, the name

that you are given at birth is your

name and you love it and respect it,

so it becomes part of your identity;

however, socially, you begin to

notice that the occupier, the colo-

nizer is always coming up with

names for you. My parents told me

that I was a Chicano, that I was a

Mejicano; that’s what we called

ourselves. We called ourselves

Chicanos or Mejicanos, normally.

In English we did not want to call

ourselves Mexicans because Mexi-

cans was a dirty word that, mostly

the Texans, but Anglo society,

called us pejoratively. Mexican was

usually prefaced with the word

“dirty”. So we didn’t want to call

ourselves Mexicans in English; we

chose to call ourselves Mejicanos

in Spanish instead. So we didn’t

really care too much what we

called ourselves in English, but I

do remember because it wasn’t that

important to us. It was not our

names for ourselves anyway. We

just didn’t want to be called “dirty

Mexicans”.

So when World War II came

and the men went off to war and

the families left New Mexico to

work on the west coast in ship-

building and things like that, in the

outside world we learned the game,

you know, and the game was, to

call yourself a name that was safe,

a name that couldn’t be abused. So

I remember people suddenly in the

middle 40s beginning to call

themselves Spanish Americans,

because if you called yourself an

American it was safe; if you called

yourself Spanish, you wouldn’t be

called a “dirty Mexican”; so that

was a pretty safe name, so people

seemed to gravitate around that one

for a long time.

There were a few people, not

too many, but once in awhile you’d

heard of organizations like the Low

Lacks, they called themselves Latin

Americans, but that didn’t stick too

well because that was just a little

too foreign for us, you know. Latin,

what the hell is Latin?  At least we

weren’t called “dirty Mexicans”.

That became another name that

was given to us, even though that’s

not a name that we chose for

ourselves. Then, when the Nixon

Administration came into office

and I was working for the federal

government at the time, immedi-

ately when Nixon was elected, I

started seeing in the formal official
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documents the name Hispanic. We

used to ask ourselves, is that what

we are now? Are we Hispanics

now? And so that name is still

around, but if you read a newspa-

per article about us -- of course we

rarely get read or write any news-

paper articles about ourselves—but

when people write about us, most

often, in the same article you will

see us referred to as Hispanics,

Mexican Americans, and our

newest name which is Latino.

No. There again, we were never

Latino. We never called ourselves

Latinos; but now, they’re trying

really, really hard to make us

Latinos. Of course, the basic

concept behind giving us these

names is number one, take away

your identity; rip off your own

name for yourself and then give

you whatever name that they

choose and confuse you and con-

fuse the issue and confuse people

about their own identity and who

they are. The whole idea is to

Americanize us and make us part

of the melting pot, and we have

refused to be melted.

There are still a few of us that

resist all of these names. Way back

in the 70s we decided we did not

want to be Americanized in any

way. We did not want to be called

Americans, Mexican Americans,

Spanish Americans or any other

kind of American, because that’s

not what we are. We are Mejicanos.

And then, all these other names, of

course. Hispanic, there is this

tremendous push among our own

people to Hispanisize ourselves;

and they’ve been doing this all

along, ever since Coronado.

They’ve been doing their best

to make us Spaniards; whereas, we

know who we are. We are Indians

mixed with not just Spaniards, but

French like in my family, Gringos,

and whatever. So all these names

very conveniently form a tool for

the colonizer for controlling

people—you control their identity,

their name for themselves, how

they look, how they dress; how

they talk, the languages; speak

English or we’ll slap your hands

with a ruler is what they used to tell

us when we were in elementary

school if we spoke Spanish. It was

against the rule to speak Spanish,

speak only English.

So you get the picture—the

only names that are acceptable to

me are what we call ourselves—we

have various names for ourselves:

Chicano, Mejicano, Raza; we call

ourselves Raza the same as in old

Mexico; we call ourselves Raza,

that’s a kind of pet name, La Raza.

It also means children; so we call

ourselves La Raza, we call our-

selves the children.

But by making us Latinos, for

example, they’re actually trying to

make us foreigners in our own

land, because that has never been a

name for ourselves. However, the

people in Central and South

America call themselves Latinos;

and since they have to cross the

border to come over here  as

immigrants when they put us the

same category, by implication they

make us foreigners, immigrants on

our own land.

Q. There’s an increased aware-

ness of IGT, perhaps as a tool. Is

anything happening in the world

to address IGT?

A. The signs are everywhere. The

signs are everywhere on this

continent, anyway, as far as I can

see. There is an increased aware-

ness and an increased respect in

consciousness of Indians and things

Indian, which certainly was not

there 30 years ago. Just a few hours

ago, I was in a meeting with the

Nevada Irrigation District [Nevada

County CA] which for the first

time had a meeting with the local

Tsi Akim Maidu, and during this

meeting there was a move toward

planning and implementing the

new state law which protects burial

grounds, sacred places, and arti-

facts of Indian tribes in this state.

Well, I think that at least briefly

there was a discussion of the new

awareness.

I was very encouraged by the

strength of the commitment that the

irrigation district made to work

with the tribe in the preservation of

these cultural, historical and spiri-

tual things. So much so, that the

general manager said he didn’t

want this thing to languish, he

wanted to start tomorrow by going

up to this lake because there’s a

sacred rock that exists there which

the tribe wants to take out of the

water and preserve. So that was

something that probably could not

have happened 30 years ago. But

here, all of a sudden, the tribe is

making a resolution to be a partner

with the ID, and -- the Irrigation

District here, of course, is very rich

and very powerful and then the ID

reciprocates immediately by saying

“we will make a resolution to make

you a partner in this preservation.”

Well, to me it happened with

such rapidity that I was astounded.

But these kinds of things are

happening all over, right now. Just

on my way down here, I was

listening to community radio and

there was a program in which

people were talking about the

problem, the problem of violence

and war in this country being

exported all over the world and

what needs to be done. And the

they were talking about demonstra-

tions, etc. etc. Well, one caller into
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the program was quoting the

founding fathers and the intent of

the founding fathers and applying

the philosophy and the history of

the founding fathers in their at-

tempt to form a federal govern-

ment.

And following him, came this

woman who said, “What’s all this

about the founding fathers?”  The

founding fathers, she said, “were

no different than the people that we

have in the administration right

now that are causing the violence.”

She says they came here, the

founding fathers came here and

they ripped off the land from the

native people and here we are

benefitting from all of that, so

what’s this about the importance of

the founding fathers? What she was

saying in effect is that they were

part of the problem, not the solu-

tion.

And I thought to myself, well,

even 20 years ago you probably

would not have heard somebody

come on the radio and make that

kind of proclamation. So you see

what I’m  saying? It’s all around

us, and not just here in Northern

California.

State of California to a long walk

in which half of them perished in

the mid-1800s. Garcia was born

near Ghost Ranch in Abiquiu NM.

He learned late in life of his Dine’

roots, thought for many years he

was a Pueblo Indian because of his

childhood rearing. His family was

fearful of speaking of their roots.

He became a Catholic priest in

New Mexico and Texas and served

as director of OEO in New Mexico

during the Johnson administration.

He later left the priesthood and

married and was active in social,

political and health issues in New

Mexico. His story, a mere jot of it

told in these pages, hopefully

fleshes out the stark facts in

Mischke’s work.

This edition is a month late,

though perhaps still within the

limits of “the winter issue”. I am

not sure of my ability to attend

deadlines any longer. Time was,

they gave me energy to complete.

In these days of nanoseconds and

EDITOR’S NOTE
Continued from page 2

limited attention spans, deadlines

seem arbitrary and old fashioned.

My willingness to continue this

work may not be congruent with

my ability (or desire) to adhere to

deadlines. This may be a good time

for someone new to step forward

and take the helm.

I believe this is important work

needed in an urgent time. As we go

to press, mainstream media is

taking note of the sudden surge of

women all over the world taking

over as leaders of their countries.

Dramatic change marks Our Time:

global fever, peak oil, unmitigated

corporate hubris, people rising and

women winning. Man, Alive! —

now is here. Now is the time to

own up to fact that our frivolity is

at the expense of those of who

went before and who are yet to

follow.

— Dan Scanlan

    Grass Valley CA

A Christmas Story ForA Christmas Story ForA Christmas Story ForA Christmas Story ForA Christmas Story For

Every Day Of The YearEvery Day Of The YearEvery Day Of The YearEvery Day Of The YearEvery Day Of The Year

You see that same face

in the mirror

every morning

for a long long time�

and one morning

you look a

little closer�

You realize your soul’s

purpose

and what makes you happy

are the same�

and a child in you

is reborn�

like in december�

mirth lines

sprout

like daffodils

and the world will

not go back in

the toothpaste tube

no matter how

hard you try�

and so you don’t!

Robert Francis Johnson

earthprayers@hotmail.com
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A Wilderness Quest forA Wilderness Quest forA Wilderness Quest forA Wilderness Quest forA Wilderness Quest for
People Seeking To BecomePeople Seeking To BecomePeople Seeking To BecomePeople Seeking To BecomePeople Seeking To Become
Elder and Not Just OlderElder and Not Just OlderElder and Not Just OlderElder and Not Just OlderElder and Not Just Older

By Ron Pevny

Six mature adults and their

three guides, each engaged in silent

prayer, stand on a point at the edge

of a richly forested mesa in Utah.

The chill of a late-springtime dawn

at 8500 feet is being dispelled as

the sun rises over the high peaks a

mile or two to the east and sunlight

gradually envelops the point,

making luminous the new green of

the oak brush emerging from a

long, cold winter. The raven

soaring overhead pierces the

silence as it calls the world to come

to life and revel in a new day. The

walls of the high-desert canyons

that intersect a thousand feet below

where they stand are emerging

from darkness to reveal a stunning

palette of color ranging from light

gray to beige to vermilion. To the

west, in the direction of the

Canyonlands, it seems one can see

forever. A new day has begun in

the season of new beginnings for a

group of people seeking new ways

of being in their Elder years.

Places like this tend to broaden

our perspective, to help us see

beyond the narrow self-definitions

and limited sense of possibility that

life in society imposes. It has long

been this way, that people have

retreated to such wild places to free

their minds of conditioned small-

world thinking, to seek a raven’s-

eye view of their place and

potential in a larger picture. It has

also long been this way, that at

critical turning points in life people

have enacted rites of passage in

wilderness places to focus and

intensify their seeking, and then

returned to their communities

renewed and with new insight

about how best to live and

contribute as the next stages of

their lives unfolded.

These individuals chose to

come together in this place of

natural beauty to support each

other in enacting a rite of passage

into Conscious Elderhood. They

are seeking vision for how to have

their Elder years be a time of

purpose, passion and contribution.

Meanwhile, many other aging

individuals, often having no clear

sense of what the aching inside is

about, are seeking the same thing

in isolation, in the canyons of the

city, without focus and support.

It was not always this way.

Until the industrial revolution

Elders held positions of honor in

their societies. In the circular view

of life held by traditional peoples,

the accumulated wisdom of Elders

sustained the community by

teaching the young how to mature,

discover their unique gifts and

make it their life purpose to use

those gifts to serve their people.

The role of the Elder was defined

and supported. Even those who had

lost their mental clarity were

highly respected for the

contributions they had made over

their lifetimes and for deep wisdom

of the heart that did not need words

for its expression.

With the industrial revolution a

linear, mechanistic perspective

replaced the circular view of life in

much of the world. The machine

became the metaphor for how

human life is viewed. The machine

is assembled and programmed

during the years of youth. It

efficiently produces material goods

and new ideas and information

during the years of adulthood, and

its value is directly tied to what it

contributes to the economy. In the

senior years it slows or breaks

down, no longer able to compete

and produce, and is taken out of

service. In a world of ever

accelerating change, most of what

older people have learned about

work and technology —about

contributing to the economy—is

considered out-of-date and no

longer useful. In dismissing the

elderly for these reasons, modern

society also dismisses its prime

source of deep wisdom and values,

informed by long experience, about

how to live in balance and

harmony with fellow human beings

and with the earth. So, we shuffle

off, at an increasingly earlier age,

into retirement, often leading

lonely, isolated existences or

segregating ourselves into

communities of others like us. We

have made our contribution. It is

time for us to get out of the way so

younger, more energetic people can

have the jobs. And society races

on, worshipping youth, discounting

the lessons of the past, and

continually looking to what is new

for its “vision” of what the good

life looks like.

There are big problems with

this worldview, however. We

human beings seem to be

genetically and spiritually wired

with a need for living passionate

lives of purpose, meaning, and

service to the greater good, a good

which is larger than the economy.

Choosing Conscious ElderhoodChoosing Conscious ElderhoodChoosing Conscious ElderhoodChoosing Conscious ElderhoodChoosing Conscious Elderhood
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When at any age we don’t feel we

have purpose for our lives, outlets

for our passion, and opportunities

for our need to serve, we suffer,

physically, emotionally, and

spiritually, as individuals and as a

society. We don’t have to look far

to see evidence of this suffering —

the epidemics of loneliness,

depression and addiction that are

the scourge of modern life.

Thankfully, there are many, albeit a

minority, who have resisted the

linear, mechanistic view of life,

although the pressures to conform

are great. In various ways these

individuals have striven to live

with commitment to a non-

materialistic view of what

constitutes a fulfilled life.

The baby-boom generation are

now approaching their senior

years. As they begin to envision

what these years will be like, a

great many realize they will find

little happiness in the options

society currently prescribes. They

know they will want to somehow

contribute their wisdom and skills

to the generations that are

following. They want to continue

to grow emotionally and spiritually

even as their bodies wear down.

They seek a vision for Elderhood

as a time of new beginnings, new

possibilities and new forms of

contribution rather than a time of

retiring from the life of the larger

community. And, by and large,

modern society offers little in the

way of such vision. For those

yearning for a more expansive

view of what might be possible, the

search is often painfully lonely and

the view from the canyons of the

city very constricted.

Meanwhile, the raven soaring

high above this Utah mesa looks

down on a diverse assemblage of

questers. They range in age from

their early 50’s to late 70’s. Four

are women and two are men. They

have traveled from Boston,

Phoenix, Maine, North Carolina

and Colorado, bringing to this

wilderness rite of passage a wide

range of professional backgrounds,

physical abilities and spiritual

persuasions.

This group includes a 79 year

old college professor with a

commitment to finding ways to

revive the Elder role in today’s

world; a 60 year old organizational

development consultant sensing

that a profound inner shift is

underway that requires her to

balance her feminine strength with

her unacknowledged masculine

qualities; a late-60’s retired

computer programmer in the

banking world seeking

confirmation of her gifts as a

teacher and courage to share as an

Elder her love of the earth with

young people; a 73 year old former

homemaker feeling called to take

her spiritual questing of many

years to new depths; a mid-50’s

woman who works with youth and

feels a calling to share her

deepening spirituality by becoming

a Spiritual Director; a retired social

worker in his mid-50’s seeking for

his Elder years a direction and

purpose that can call forth his

passion. Some are already well into

their senior years while others are

just beginning to see the gray hairs

and feel the inner shifts that

announce that their journey into

Elderhood will soon begin. What

they have in common is a

commitment to Conscious

Elderhood — an Elderhood shaped

by the prompting of their hearts

and souls rather than the limiting

definitions presented by

mainstream society.

Their stated goals vary, but

most bring a burning desire -some

would say a vital need -to validate,

acknowledge and celebrate the

wisdom and spiritual power they

have distilled throughout their lives

and to find a sense of vision for

how in their elder years they can

best bring their gifts to the larger

community. Some desire to reclaim

the passion and meaning that in

many cases have disappeared while

struggling to make a living. Most

yearn to reclaim their spirituality

and/or to find new spiritual

understandings to support their

Elder years. Here on this mesa,

from which you can see forever,

each seeks vision of what his or her

Conscious Elderhood can be.

There are no “experts” here

with the definitive answers,

because there are no definitive

answers. It is not an option to go

back to or replicate the pre-

industrial age. Rather, it is out of

the struggles and searches of

people like these that an over-

arching vision for Conscious

Elderhood in modern materialistic

society must gradually emerge. So,

the group includes no experts, but

it is guided by a male and female

Elder and a younger man

beginning the journey to Conscious

Elderhood. These guides are

passionate about recovering and

discovering the knowledge of what

it is to be a true Elder in today’s

world, and are committed to

midwifing the emergence of others

into this stage of life. Having many

years of experience working with

rites of passage, they are well

equipped to offer tools and share

experiences which can help others

on their quests of discovery.

This 11-day wilderness rite of

passage is divided into three

stages, reflecting the three-stage
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process that characterizes all major

life transitions. The context

throughout is one of nonsectarian

reverence — for the natural world,

for the wonder and mystery of

human life and human potential,

for the Spirit that is the Source and

Essence of all creation.

In a strong atmosphere of

mutual respect and support, the

first phase of this quest is focused

on examining the lives the questers

have been living. Employing

sharing circles, ceremony, music-

making, ritual dance and artistic

expression, they recall and tell the

stories of their lives. In the process,

they become aware of attitudes,

fears, beliefs and behaviors,

accumulated over the decades, that

tend to deaden aliveness and

disconnect them from the wisdom

and passion of their hearts. Then

they symbolically let these go, as a

snake sheds its old skin so that it

can grow, knowing that this is a

long-term process that is clarified

and reinforced by this quest. They

also explore their beliefs and fears

about what it means to become old

and what it means to become an

Elder — not necessarily the same

thing by any means. And about the

differences between having lots of

information and possessing

wisdom — again, not the same

thing. Additionally, these first days

are the time for clarifying and

focusing their intentions and

prayers as they prepare to spend

three days and nights in solitude

with partial or complete fasting,

depending on their desire and

health status.

These days and nights alone

with earth and sky, suspended

between an old life chapter and a

new beginning, with hearts and

minds open in prayer, are for most

questers an almost indescribable

experience. This is truly a hero’s

and heroine’s journey, and on such

a quest fearsome dragons often

guard precious treasures. Most

must face and conquer very old

and deep fears before they are

allowed to glimpse the shining

jewel of their true beauty and

potential. There are times of

emotional pain and physical

discomfort, as many old scales

must be scraped off before the new

self that is seeking to be born can

emerge. Yet, the experience of

purpose, passion and spiritual

connection that ensues is one that

is not soon forgotten. For many, it

becomes the foundation for an

entirely new life chapter.

The college professor recounts

his facing of his dragons as

follows:

“The night times on my solo

were the most frightening time for

me. I felt terrified of sleeping in

the forest alone. It aroused some of

my deepest fears. I thought I was

going to die. It was like pushing

my envelope to the ultimate point.

But surviving the fright brought me

into a new inner space where I

found out about my own strength.

If I could look death in the eye,

then this would change my

experience of life. Moving against

the current of American culture, I

am now able to face dying and the

challenges of old age.” This man, a

highly skilled teacher, emerged

from his quest with a new mission:

sharing with others his vision of

spiritual Elderhood. He is now

offering workshops to do so.

The retired social worker

experienced intense grieving

during his solo as he thought of his

deceased father and realized that

his tears for the loss of his dad

were tears for himself as well,

expressions of the passion that has

long lived in him but often been

discounted as he lived his life

paying attention to the clock rather

than his heart. His losing of his

watch during his solo was only one

of several strong signs to him that,

rather than despairing over lack of

direction, what he needs to do is

slow down and walk more gently

on the earth, and give his heart in

everything he does, as his father

did. He returned from his solo with

a strong and comforting trust that,

by reclaiming his passion as the

essence of who he is and by

slowing down, the specifics of the

best expressions of his wisdom as

he moves into Elderhood will

emerge in their own time.

The youth worker spent much

of her solo reflecting upon a

difficult life journey of five years

on which she has felt herself

gradually but hesitantly assenting

to a calling which she has not

understood. This sense of calling

has caused her much pain, as it has

alienated her from loved ones who

can relate to who she has been but

not who she is becoming. During

her solo she engaged in inner

dialogues with many of the people

from her past, seeking closure for

herself. And she read scripture

from various spiritual traditions. It

was while reading the Bible that

she had an experience of epiphany,

knowing beyond any doubt that she

needs to take a leap of faith,

trust the many signs that have been

pointing her in this direction, and

unequivocally say “Yes” to her

desire to become a Spiritual

Director within a multi-faith

context as the clear expression of

her Elder wisdom.

The days after the return to the

group are filled with the telling of

these and the other stories of the

quest to a community of supportive
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friends and guides who witness and

affirm the vision and insight each

has received. These are days of joy,

celebration, and defining of the

commitments they feel called to

make. The culmination of this rite

of passage is a deeply moving

ceremony of self-initiation —for

some, the most powerful

experience of this quest. Grounded

in the experiences of the time of

solitude and guided by the

prompting of the heart, with this

small yet deeply supportive

community offering witness and

playing a role each of the questers

enacts a self-designed ceremony to

ritually initiate him or her self onto

the journey to Conscious

Elderhood.

The organizational

development consultant asks

each of the males to play

the role of one of her

male ancestors as

she ceremonially

embraces the

males in her

patriarchal line

and thereby

integrates her

own male

qualities,

allowing her to

more fully and

effectively share her

wisdom. The former

computer programmer recites

a poem that is both light-hearted

and full of commitment, in which

she declares to witnesses, both

human and divine, that she is an

Elder possessing wisdom, courage,

humor and a confident voice to

teach the young.

As this questing group packs

up to return to the city, they know

the task won’t be easy. There are

few societal structures in place to

support such visions for growing

older. The machines that seem to

rule modern life will whirr faster

and faster and the computers will

generate more and more

information. Yet, the sun will

continue to rise over those peaks to

the east and shed its warmth on the

mesa. The raven will continue to

soar overhead, seeing the

big picture and calling all

below to awaken. And six

more people will add their

visions and voices to the

emerging new understanding of

the gifts that Conscious Elders

can bring to a world desperately in

need of wisdom and passion rooted

in soul. Looking one final time to

the horizon, this group offer their

Ron Pevny is with the

Animas Valley Institute

in Durango, CO

fervent prayers that the mesa and

places like it will long be there to

nourish the human spirit when the

canyons of the city become too

stifling, the noise too loud, and the

view too narrow.

This article is copyrighted by

its author. Ron Pevny is an

organizational consultant, life

coach, and wilderness vision quest

guide. He wishes to thank two true

Elders who serve with him as

guides for the Choosing Conscious

Elderhood programs. The wisdom

of Wes Burwell and Ann Roberts

infuses this article. Strong

inspiration for the movement

toward Conscious or Spiritual

Elderhood comes from Zalman

Schachter-Shalomi, a rabbi who

founded the Spiritual Eldering

Institute and in 1995 wrote the

book “From Age-ing to Sage-ing.”

The Institute’s web site is

www.spiritualeldering.org

The wilderness rite of passage

described in this article and a

similar retreat center-based

program are yearly events

sponsored by Animas Valley

Institute, based in Durango,

Colorado. AVI offers these

programs, called “Choosing

Conscious Elderhood”, as well

as other nature- based rites of

passage and Soulcraft

seminars. AVI is on the web

at www.animas.org
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The Fall Conference:
An “Old Boy’s Club?”

It is amazing to me that it has

already been several weeks since

the NM Men’s Fall Wellness

Conference. I came home

energized and excited to share what

I experienced with my mate,

having greatly enjoyed the inner

process that resulted from what I

had participated in during the

weekend. There was also the joy of

connecting with other men, both

individually and as a community.

So I told my story and she

listened, feeling  the energy I felt.

She asked why this was an

exclusive activity for men. I

answered as best I could, citing that

when the Men’s Wellness

Conferences began there was a

counterpart for women, though that

had not continued, perhaps because

the leadership of that conference

didn’t change each year, thus

burdening some with the

responsibility of organizing and

running the conference every year,

an awesome task indeed.

She didn’t back off, saying that

it wasn’t really different from any

other exclusive men’s activity, a

place where we could essentially

retreat into some safe and

comfortable environment and not

deal with the whole of life,

avoiding the inevitable human

issues that would be present if both

genders were there together. I

thought partners benefited from

their men going away and

connecting in more thoughtful and

sensitive ways, coming back and

reconnecting with them in ways

richer than usual, being charged up

and wanting to share what they

gleaned from the conference.

Her logic was inescapable, and

she spoke not in a spirit of wanting

to take away from what we have,

but only of wanting a way to have

the same kind of meaningful

contact with other human beings, a

time of opportunity to delve deeper

into oneself and others in a context

that while safe in one way, is quite

challenging in others. I saw no

reason why women can’t create

their own wellness conference, No

doubt men who have been involved

in men’s wellness would be willing

to share the lessons with women so

they too could have something

meaningful that would develop its

own momentum and be able to

continue. But she persisted,

wondering why this should be

separate, exclusive, and with the

graying of the men’s group,

becoming essentially another old

boys’ club. In spite of some

resistance from inside, perhaps

wanting to hold onto something

precious that I didn’t want to give

up, there was the recognition that

she made sense, that no matter

what the rationalizations, even if

the men’s wellness movement and

conferences were not begun as a

way to exclude women, as

traditions have developed it has

become exclusive.

A few years ago when the

mantle of leading the conference

was on my shoulders someone

wanted to have women present

during a discussion panel,

something that without women’s

voices would be mere speculation

on our part about what they might

say. I objected, not wanting

women’s presence, wanting to keep

the conference as a ‘men’s only’

activity. I had all the

rationalizations, for instance that

the presence of women would

introduce an element of sexual

tension that for heterosexual men at

the conference had not been there

before and that was a relief to get

away from for a weekend. But isn’t

that a retreat from what is real in

life? Aren’t there all sorts of

relationship issues between men

and women that could benefit from

the sort of inquiry that we engage

in at the conferences? And what

about gay men; going to an all

men’s conference may have always

just been a continuation of the kind

of tension that is present in

interactions with other men. We

have spoken of being inclusive,

that is, welcoming men of any

sexual orientation, of any race,

religion, etc., but are we really

inclusive?

Are there other women out

there who want what we have, not

to take it away from us, but rather

to share? My guess is that there are.

In spite of what anyone may think,

I have no interest in doing anything

destructive to something very

precious. But what if we tried

something different? It certainly

would present challenges, but what

if the result was something really

inclusive that was dynamic and

more like life is, with people of

every description participating? As

it is, the majority of men involved

are lily white, with a sprinkling of

color here and there.

Somehow if we were to open

the conference to women and it

didn’t work, we could always go

back to being exclusive. Or perhaps

we could do an experiment and

include women, without a

What if we tried

something

different?
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commitment to continue, and see

how it goes.

Dialogue is needed, perhaps

initially between men to talk about

the possibility of including women,

then with women, assuming there

are some interested, and see what

emerges.

I would like to know what other

men think about this. I don’t know

how to set up a dialogue on-line,

but would be glad to participate if

someone can set it up. I can also be

reached individually at

sfeher@deepinquiry.com.

— Stephen Feher

By Charles Fisher

With Lon Rankin, I have the

privilege as well as the awesome

responsibility of leading the 2006

Fall Conference at Ghost Ranch. No,

I don’t have a theme yet. But you

should mark your calendars for

October 26—29, 2006.

As usual, the 2005 Fall

Conference reaffirmed the joyful

vitality and benefits of New Mexico

Men’s Wellness. But, again as usual,

it raised some questions. To help us

make all the NMMW events planned

for 2006 and thereafter more

fulfilling, I want to lay out a few

subjects for your consideration and

feedback. They derive from the

planning process for the 2005

conference, the lively discussion at

the conference on “The Future of

Men’s Wellness”, the evaluations and

comments of conference attendees,

and other more informal comments

relayed to me.
The Future of Mens’ Wellness

At the discussion, many wise

men shared their thoughts on

continuing and securing the

A FEW THOUGHTS FOR THE FUTURE OF NMMW, STARTING IN 2006

meaningfulness and relevance of

NMMW. Many of these thoughts

were echoed in the evaluation

comments. Throughout, there were

convergences and contradictions. I

have tried to provide here,

unvarnished, a summary of what

seem to be the most cogent and most

oft-repeated points that emerged. I

believe they apply with equal force

to all the annual events of NMMW.

Many lauded “the young men

energy” at the Fall Conference and

wanted to encourage a greater

presence of young men. This is as

common a refrain as the quest for

more diversity. But we should not

dismiss the concern, just because we

are wearied by its reiteration. We

must acknowledge the NMMW

community is predominantly middle-

aged (and upwards). Such younger

energy as we enjoy often depends on

those of our sons that attend. For

NMMW to survive and flourish, we

may need to reach out to more men

aged between 30 and 50. Yet this age

group also coincides with that period

where men must devote more time

to their careers and raising young

families, and therefore have less time

for an activity like ours, which may

be perceived as ephemeral.

One newcomer (probably a

younger man) found the conference

“very interesting” but warned that “it

would be difficult to get a strong

youth presence because of the gap in

age and experience.” However, he

thought “it could work if you had

some young involvement.” Our

regulars, however sensitive, do not

pretend to know what young men are

thinking or seeking from our

community. Likewise, in our

familiarity with each other, and our

traditions, we may forget that the

conferences can be “intimidating” to

the new arrival, who likely doesn’t

know what we have in store for him.

Certainly, we should ensure the

“welcoming” and “honoring” of any

young men who come to the

conference. I would suggest that we

also honor those that do their part for

the future of NMMW by bringing

new men of whatever age. Those

guides should help break the ice for

the new men by making the first

introductions. But that would be too

late in the process to improve the

number of young men attending. We

should “encourage younger men to

help plan the conference.” They are

best equipped to tell us what is

needed and to provide a menu of

possibilities for younger men. So I

entreat all the younger men to join

the planning committees and to

help Robbie and Caleb Beck and me

and Lon Rankin to plan the summer

and fall conferences.

The young men say they would

like something “less formulaic”.

Even among the regulars, there are

some that find the conferences too

metaphysical and appreciated the

reduced ritual at the Fall Conference.

There were at least an equal number

who complained about that

reduction, and would have liked to

have seen more ceremony. The

overwhelmingly high ratings given

to the Grief Ceremony and the

Mythic Now suggest that ceremony

is welcomed and effective if it is

meaningful.

Perhaps we need to gather and

restate the principles on which

NMMW is grounded. Beyond the

bare mantra that: You have to do it

yourself but you don’t have to do it

alone. Perhaps we need to enunciate

the concepts to which NMMW is

anchored – such as safety, trust,

confidentiality, honesty, respect, and
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understanding. Perhaps we need to

collect the traditions that have

become part of the fabric of NMMW

and, having decided which of those

traditions remain vital to the identity

of NMMW, find new ways to

explain, justify and sustain those

traditions, rather than just observe

them out of habit. Then we can share

with younger men the meaning and

value of those principles, concepts

and traditions. And, with our support

and encouragement, the young men

can initiate their own blocks that

have meaning and value to them and

from those seeds, if they choose, they

can create and share with us their

own ceremonies. We know from the

1st Father-Daughter Conference that,

with no precedent, our daughters

were able to fashion a ceremony to

celebrate the reasons for us being

together that was as effective as it

was simple.

We may also need to consider

ways to promote the principles of

NMMW in the larger world outside

our immediate community. We all

volunteer our time in service to each

other in planning and presenting

these conferences. We should ask not

only what we can each offer in

service to NMMW but how we can

carry what we learn from the spiritual

powerhouse of our congregation

back into the outside world.

Consciousness can, and ought to be,

contagious.
The Sweat Lodge

For the first time in many years,

there was no sweat lodge at the Fall

Conference. All of us who have

experienced a sweat lodge know how

valuable this can be in shaking off

our mundane manacles and clearing

the cobwebs to attain greater

consciousness. Many of you rightly

bemoaned its absence and urged us

to reinstate it, incorrectly supposing

that we had consciously decided to

eliminate it from the menu of events.

We do not need to belabor the reasons

why it proved impossible to offer a

sweat lodge at Fall 2005.

I agree that (in the absence of a

fire ban) there should sweat lodges

at the Summer Gathering and at the

Fall Conference. To that end, we

need a roster of men able and willing

to serve as guardians and facilitators

of the sweat lodge. Cliff Taber,

Joseph Woods, John Gervers, Robby

Beck, Scott Dow and many others

have given so much of themselves

to serve NMMW in this way. We

need not just to thank and honor them

for that, but also to save them from

“burn out” by sharing and relieving

the burdens they have carried. We all

need to understand how much time,

effort and preparation goes into just

keeping, maintaining, transporting,

erecting and dismantling the lodge,

let alone the physical and spiritual

demands imposed on them in leading

or otherwise facilitating a sweat.

If you are interested in serving

as guardians or facilitators of the

sweat lodge, please consider

contacting me (details below) or any

of these fine men to find out how you

can learn the way to bring this

remarkable experience to others.

On a final and markedly less

serious note, I’m still interested in

NMMW offering a ball cap to its

members. We know that limited

numbers can be produced at an

affordable price. Anyone with any

cool design ideas should contact me.

Thank you for helping us to

benefit all our futures.
are interested in planning the upcoming

Summer Gathering and Fall Conference, or

wish to contribute in any other way to the

future development of NMMW, please

contact me at (505) 247 4872 or

cfisher@abqadvocates.com; or Lon Rankin

at (505) 989 8409 or sawira@comcast.net;

or Robby Beck at (505) 374 2993 (o) or

(505) 374 2907; (h) or

robertobeck@plateautel.net.

NoticeNoticeNoticeNoticeNotice

This evening, the sturdy
Levis
I wore every day for over a
year
and which seemed to the
end in perfect condition,
suddenly tore. How or why I
don’t know,
but there it was—a big rip
at the crotch.
A month ago my friend Nick
walked off the racquetball
court
showered
got into his street clothes,
and halfway home collapsed
and died.
Take heed you who read
this
and drop on your knees now
and again
like the poet Christopher
Smart
and kiss the earth and be
joyful
and make much of your time
and be kindly to everyone,
even to those who do not
deserve it.
For although you may not
believe it will happen,
you too will one day be gone.
I, who’s Levis,
ripped at the crotch
for no reason
assure you that such is the
case.
Pass it on.

—Steve Kowit
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EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!
EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!
EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!
EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!
EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!
EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!
EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!EXHORTATION!

This is the exhortation given by The Green ManThe Green ManThe Green ManThe Green ManThe Green Man during the mythic walk at the Fall Men’s Wellness
Conference. The men gathered in the arroyo on a moonless dark night with mythic elders holding the

space and the flickering light of a tiki torch.

I, and the Land are One!I, and the Land are One!I, and the Land are One!I, and the Land are One!I, and the Land are One!
by Philip Green

I am the land………….I am the earth…………I am the orb of your existence
I came long before you, and I will be here long after you.
I am a planet precariously positioned around a nourishing ordinary star called the sun.
You are man……………You live because I give.

You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.
You are a seething growth covering my surface.
You have the arrogance to believe you can thrive without my provision.
You have the arrogance to believe you have a right to survive at the expense of those who come after you.

You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.
You suck resources from my belly that have taken millions of years to form.
You consume them in one era, a mere nanosecond nabbed from 10 billion years.
You slash resources from my surface to fill your storehouses and build your palaces.
You cannot last more than 300 seconds without air and yet you release poisons into this same air.
You pillage your surroundings with total disregard for the fragile balance that has supported life here.

You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.
You war against those who would share my abundance.
You make warriors in your name, not mine.
In the name of “cause” you create heaps of bullet-ridden bodies on barren battlefields.
In the name of “freedom” you make widows and orphans by the score.
In the name of “revenge” you carry out vast genocide, leaving shackled bodies in shallow graves.

You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.
Don’t you know that you are a part of me?..................The trees are a part of me.
The vast oceans and flowing rivers and gentle lakes are a part of me.
The lion and the lamb are a part of me.
The buffalo and the bear, the fish and the fowl, all a part of me.
The air hovering like a life-giving skin over my surface is a part of me.
YouYouYouYouYou are a part of me.

You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.You are making me into a wasteland.
You are making YOU YOU YOU YOU YOU into a wasteland.
You are all becoming the same.  ……………..You labor to fill your proffers.
You abandon your unique inner flame to be like everyone else.
You are not loyal to yourself so you feel no loyalty to the collective “self.”

A new chant rises up in this consuming world of greed……“The end justifies the means.”
“I only have one shot at making my million”………………….“The end justifies the means.”
“We must cut benefits in order to compete”……………………“The end justifies the means.”
“Only four American soldiers died today, a relatively quiet day in Iraq”… “The end justifies the means.”

Return to me.  Return to yourself.  When you truly sense deep within your heart that you and the earth,
the sea, the air, are one, you cannot travel alone any longer.   You will find that you have to nourish your
own inner flame.  You will find that you cannot abandon me any longer.  You will do everything you can to
transform your own world from a wasteland to a rich fertile place,   a place for creation, for
nourishment of your brother’s passions,  a place where you make provision for those coming after you.
Your wasteland will turn green and rich and the flame of your passion will be fanned.  Your new mantra
will be

     “I and the land are one.”  “I and the land are one.”  “I and the land are one.”  “I and the land are one.”  “I and the land are one.”  Return to me!!...oh man……return to me.Return to me!!...oh man……return to me.Return to me!!...oh man……return to me.Return to me!!...oh man……return to me.Return to me!!...oh man……return to me.
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“And It Was Passed

On Again…”
by Stephen Collins-Hornyak

At the recent 2005 Fall

Conference during the Saturday

Banquet, I had a brief opportunity

to pass on the NMMW Sword.

When I stood in front of everyone

in the dining hall with the sword in

my hands, I instantly sensed a

strong negative energy, certainly

from those who feel the sword

should not be one of the symbols of

our community. I felt quite

uncomfortable and distracted, and

was unable to get to the place I

wanted to be inside myself,

speaking from my heart about the

positive experience I had as sword-

bearer over the last year. I did not

feel I was anywhere near the Now

at that time, rather I was concerned

about being judged by others and

the controversy surrounding the

Sword. This was ironic because

that moment defied everything I

believe the Sword stands for and I

was really looking forward to the

opportunity to share some of what I

experienced.

I was made aware after the

conference of reference to some

“agreement” made by members of

NMMW in which the sword

passing was to be simply

announced at the banquet, but

passed on in a smaller group

setting. I would have respected that

arrangement had I been aware of its

existence, and I apologize to those

who were expecting to be sheltered

from the sword’s passing.

I do recall speaking of the most

hectic year of my life including my

wife’s return to full-time

employment after many years and

the construction of a new home that

left our family of four without a

residence for half the summer. I

mentioned the passing of Michael

Hopp as well as my grandmother’s

passing soon after, and these events

being the first time in my life I had

to confront the deaths of loved

ones. I spoke of the hurricane

devastation and destruction of my

hometown, New Orleans, where I

was born and lived until eighteen

years of age and where many of my

family members still reside. I spoke

of the emotional and spiritual loss

of my best friend.

I did not experience anything

mystical or supernatural with the

Sword during the last year. What I

did experience was an intense and

real live connection to our NMMW

community that I had not felt so

strongly since my initial conference

four years ago. I continually

discovered myself realizing more

and more that I have the power to

cut through the unimportant

bullshit that hinders and impedes

my ability to confront the issues

that really matter in my life.

I am the only person who can

control my behavior in what I do

and what I say to others and I have

the power to make more conscious

decisions and confront the issues

that are truly important. I have the

ability to recognize my anger and

frustration and turn the traffic jam

carpool ride into an opportunity to

spend real time with my children. I

alone possess the wisdom to treat

others as I want to be treated

without a dogma, creed, or

structured moral guideline and I am

able to do this by feeling what is in

my heart.

This group of NMMW Sword-

Bearers is made up of some of the

greatest men I have ever met in my

life and I am honored to be part of

this tradition; this also holds true

for our entire NMMW community

as I am honored to share within our

gatherings. In each man that I have

connected with I have found a role

model that will help to shape my

life forever. It is not a common

everyday event that a man listens

and speaks to another man with his

heart instead of his head and ego,

sharing his intimate experiences.

What really satisfies me about the

entire Sword experience is having

been able to pass this powerful

symbol on to our brother, Cliff

Taber.

I feel that Cliff embodies the

true spirit of our entire community

and is a wonderful addition to our

Sword Group; I hope this is just the

beginning of a powerful and

positive personal journey for Cliff

as it was for me.
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Dan Dilly’s Dogs

 
Dan Dilly’s been feeling much better these days.

He’s the local dog catcher and was previously

responsible for putting down stray dogs 

 

each time he’d look into their eyes and injected them with poison

a little piece of his soul would die

 

he’d go to bed at night and see their eyes staring him in the face

and he could no longer disguise the pain he felt

 

Then suddenly he experiences a renaissance in his heart

and starts to take those stray Dogs home

 

he lets them stay at his house

they roust him out of bed each morning

 

dozens of them follow him to the kitchen

looking for K-9 rations

 

and of course he’s gone broke

but he no longer chokes on fear

 

he endears his dogs- pets their ears

they lick his face and balls

 

he calls out to them by name:

“King, Queen”

 

lean on each other

find all that’s good in you

 

look into each others eyes

realize “They know a lot”

 

as we plot and plan

they live in the now

 

Dan Dilly’s been feeling much better these days

there’s been a renaissance in him

 

now he goes to bed each night

and opens the door to his imagination

 

explores his pain, joy and wonder

and discovers there are dozens

of dogs wagging their tails

wailing with joy

                                        — Jeff Rahn

Calling AllCalling AllCalling AllCalling AllCalling All

HighwaymenHighwaymenHighwaymenHighwaymenHighwaymen
            Uncle BobUncle BobUncle BobUncle BobUncle Bob

Mark your calendars and

come on out to Exit ��� at

I��� and Tramway 	:
� a�m�

Saturday� March ��

You’ll be glad you did when

you get there� Sign on and

drive out Saturday� March

��th

We need you to help

cleaning up all those things

that unmindful people

throw out car windows on

I��� never thinking

somebody else has to pick

up after them�

We’ll raise a little hell

pickin’ up paper� cans� iron

bars� old bottles� and

perhaps a unicycle� or an

old copy of Penthouse� Can

you think of a more fun

thing to do on a Saturday

morning?

Get  off  the couch� grab

a friend and meet us for

the New Mexico Men’s

Wellness Adopt�A�Highway

Project� 	:
� Saturday

morning� March ��th Be

there and be a real

Highwayman!

Any men wanting to talk about
Rites of Passage for teens,
adults, and elders are asked to
contact Robert Francis Johnson
at earthprayers@hotmail.com
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Reflections from

Camp Casey, Texas
by Jay King

It was Tuesday, August 30, the

last full day of Camp Casey 2.

Saturday about two thousand of us

had crammed into the huge swel-

tering white tent to support Cindy

Sheehan’s efforts to create peace,

but most of us were gone now.

“Oh shit.”  I uttered those

words out loud as I stopped mid-

stride on my way to the port-a

potties, but the words had nothing

to do with the port-a-potties and

everything to do with what had

emerged from my damned mind.

Bad old news had just broken

through to my awareness for the

first time in many years, and I did

not like it.

Clearly, some of my experi-

ences earlier that day had softened

me up sufficiently for this new

awareness to sneak into conscious-

ness.

Most of us who remained at

Camp Casey 2 this last full day

were in a big circle of maybe about

forty people.  We introduceed

ourselves, and most people shared

more than just their names.  Some-

body spoke.  And there were tears.

Again and again people shared

about dead loved ones, about their

own war horrors, about the pain of

needing to live through the current

war of aggres-sion and greed and

lies.  Tears, tears, tears, though

hardly the first tears shed at Camp

Casey.

I confessed to the circle that I

did almost nothing during the

Vietnam era—just a couple of short

local peace vigils—but that doesn’t

mean that I’m willing to do almost

nothing now, during a war that is

perhaps even less ethically justifi-

able than during Nam.

After the circle broke up, a

woman came up to me.  She took

my hand and said she heard what I

had said in the circle.  “I just

wanted to say, the main thing now

is what you are doing now.”  I

looked at her and sort of smiled

and thanked her for saying that.

That brief conversation soft-

ened me up more.

In front of the huge tent were

row upon row of white crosses.

Each cross held a white cardboard

strip with the name of a dead

soldier, and also a few roses, all

held on with rubber bands.  The

roses had been sent by an organiza-

tion of mothers, donated by people

from across the United States.  We

took off the roses and the names

except for those of the Gold Star

Families’ loved ones in an orderly,

dignified way.  We placed the

names in a box and stacked the

roses on a tarp in two neat rows.

Being a part of that ceremony of

returning the crosses to their

unadorned starkness softened me

up some more.

Later Ann Wright went to the

microphone.  Ann had been in the

military for about twenty years,

then in the diplomatic service for

about another twenty years until

she resigned in protest of the Iraq

war.  She announced that in about

ten minutes members of Gold Star

Families will remove the crosses

representing their loved ones.  Gold

Star Families are those, including

Cindy Sheehan, who lost a child or

other family member in Iraq or

Afghanistan.

The Gold Star Families remov-

ing their loved one’s crosses soft-

ened me up still more, as did the

next step in preparing to close

down Camp Casey.

Some of the crosses had

combat boots in front of them.

Each boot had a tag with the dead

soldier’s name, most of them the

same name as that on the cross.

Several boots had leather missing,

revealing the steel toes.  One of the

steel toes had two darker strips

across it, apparently where the

now-dead soldier had taped it to

slow down the disintegration of the

leather.

The Iraq veterans among us—

the members of Iraq Veterans

Against the War—removed the

boots  and put them around the

photos near the big tent.  These are

photos that can break your heart,

like the one of the smiling soldier,

with large hash marks on the wall

behind him counting down the last

few days before he comes home.

He came home several days early

in a flag-draped coffin.  His father

had just removed his cross.

Then, Ann explained, we will

remove the remaining crosses,

walking with each one separately

to the racks that will neatly hold

them.  That, I knew, would take a

good bit of time.  Okay—time for a

quick port-a-potty break.  They’re

obviously not ready to begin yet.

On the way I stopped in my

tracks and said out loud to myself,

“Oh shit.”  It had nothing to do
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with where I was heading.  It was a

pained exclamation in response to a

painful thought.

I had already known why I had

come to Camp Casey, to Cindy and

the others there, a second time.  (I

had been there for a few days a

couple of weeks earlier.)  A few

days earlier, at home in Santa Fe, I

woke up suddenly at 5:45 AM

knowing I should return to Camp

Casey for my own sake, because I

needed some more healing about

the Vietnam war, even though I am

not a veteran and had not lost any

loved ones in Nam.  I still had the

old anger, and I wanted self-

forgiveness due to my own lack of

commitment and lack of action in

the face of those old horrors.

Now the deeper need for self-

forgiveness hit me hard.  I myself

might well have helped to send a

young man, or several, to death or

other hell.  I was young and feeling

pressures during my first two years

of teaching college freshman

English.  I tried to grade accurately,

tried to give some people the

benefit of a doubt, but did fail some

people.  I very possibly might have

had a hand in the execution by war

of a few young men who were busy

flunking out of college and prob-

ably on their way to being drafted.

I think I remember a student

politely raising that issue with me.

I think I remember politely brush-

ing him off.

I realized how absurd it was

not to be aware the deeper source

of my guilt feelings for so long.

And a minute later I was aware of

my own ridiculousnes at the mo-

ment, peeing into a port-a-potty

urinal while tears were streaming

down my face.
Jay King moved to Santa Fe with his
wife after retiring from teaching basic
writing and a bit of literature at Boise
State University for many years.

By Michael Perleman

I did not know Dorothea
Lange, but I knew her husband.
I had enormous respect for him.
And I knew him when he was
quite old. He had been gassed
in the First World War. He would
come to his office at eight
o’clock, tape up his eyelids to
keep them from falling down,
and start working.

I don’t think anybody in the
economics department had any
idea who he was. He had
participated in the San
Francisco general strike. He
was working on a study of the
Department of Interior under
Harold Ickes during the
Roosevelt administration.
Rather than just hand in a cold
study of statistics, he hired
Dorothea Lange. As I
understand it, when the report
was finished, Ickes told him to
bury it. Instead he went to
Eleanor Roosevelt, who insisted
that the report become public.

He had been a tireless
fighter in the effort to keep large
corporations from getting
federally subsidized water. He
began the fight in the 1940s and
continued during the late 1960s
— never giving up. He
continued his work until he died
at 89. It was this tenacity that
endeared him to me. We never
spoke much about anything
other than water politics. He
appreciated my interest in the
little I did to publicize the
subject.

What I saw at Berkeley were
people like Michael Lerner, who
would whip up young students
to fight for a particular cause
and then drop it for another.
Paul’s dedication was in marked
contrast.

Many people treated him as
a crank, but when he died
senators and cabinet members
came to honor him. Too bad
they didn’t show much concern
when he was alive.

He was an economist, but
even more he was a fighter for
social justice.

Michael Perelman is a
professor of economics at the
University of California, Chico,
and is the author of “The
Invention of Capitalism” and
other books.

Photo :  “Migrant Mother”,
Dorothea Lange, 1937

Paul Taylor: A Retrospective
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DIRECTORY OF CONTACTS FOR MEN’S GROUPS IN NEW MEXICO
This directory is a work in progress. Please send corrections, additions and substrations to Gary McFar@aol.com. Let’s get every

men’s group in New Mexico represented on this list. It will provide a rapid means of disseminating information pertinent to Men’s

Wellness among groups. Also, if you are insterested in joining a group, you can use this list to find a group in your area and then

contact the representative to find out if the group is open or not, its exact meeting place and if it meets your needs. Gary McFarland.

WebSites of Interest

to Men:

www.nmmenswellness.org

www.menshealthnetwork.org

www.malemenopause.com

www.vix.com/menmag

www.menstuff.org

www.themenscenter.com

www.menalive.com

communities.msn.com/

nmmenswellness

Northern Region
Max August — Santa Fe

8 2 0 - 1 2 4 8

m a x a u g u s t @ e a r t h l i n k . n e t

Intergenerational group

“Wounded and Clueless”

Michael Hamilton - Santa

Fe 699-3936

e a g l e _ c a l l @ m s n . c o m

Rob Hawley — Taos

758-8176 rob@taosherb.com

New Warriors group

Victor LaCerva — Santa Fe

 983-4233

v i c t o r L @ d o h . s t a t e . n m . u s

Robert Spitz — Santa Fe

9 8 8 - 3 5 4 1

r o b t s p i t z @ a o l . c o m

Wednesday Lunch Group

Paul Zelizer — Taos

7 5 8 - 9 0 6 6

m r c @ l a p l a z a . o r g

Men’s Resource Center of

Northern New Mexico

Central Region
Dave Breault —

A l b u q u e r q u e

 266-9233

d b r e a u l t @ l o b o . n e t

Bob Hollingsworth —

Albuquerque 294-4908

Writer’s group and a

regular group

Gary McFarland — Tijeras

2 8 6 - 4 5 0 2

g a r y m c f a r @ a o l . c o m

David Robertson —

Albuquerque 344-5489

r o b e r t s o n _ d @ a p s . e d u

Pat Sauer — Albuquerque

2 9 9 - 6 7 4 9

pasacom1@yahoo.com

Steve Smith — Rio Rancho

8 9 2 - 6 1 4 2

s t e v e -

kendra@newmexico.com

Todd Tibbals —

Albuquerque  898-7351

t b t i b b a l s @ a o l . c o m

Sal Treppiedi —

Albuquerque 275-7258

s a l t e a c h e s @ y a h o o . c o m

Hartley Wess —

Albuquerque  243-6888

h a r t l e y w e s s @ e x c i t e . c o m

Southern Region
Neal Apple — Silver City

a p p l e - a l l e n @ g i l a n e t . c o m

René Dominguez — Silver

City 534-0580

renedom@aol .com

Tony Harris — Las Cruces

5 2 4 - 1 8 9 9

a n t i x @ z i a n e t . c o m

Jim Rogers — Las Cruces

5 2 4 - 9 2 1 6

n e w v i s j r @ d i r e c p c . c o m

Conference 2005 photos

by Uwe Schroeter
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NM Men’s Wellness

Calendar of Events
Brown Bag Lunch – Santa Fe: Wednesdays noon – 1:30 p.m. at the Men’s Center (54 1/2 E. San Francisco 2nd

floor (just off the plaza, enter the door to the right of the Hagen-Daz store).  The lunch is a “come one, come all”

men’s group that has been meeting in Santa Fe for the past 12 years. A place to share from the heart and be listened

to from the heart. Contact (505) 690-6619 for more information.

Men’s Lunch Group - Albuquerque: Fridays 11:45 -12:45 p.m., at the Father and Family Center, 3214 Purdue Pl.,

N.E. (one block north of Central, west off Wellesley).  A drop-in men’s support group for men to talk about

concerns and issues in their lives.  Contact Dave Breault  (505) 266-9233.

Men’s Wellness Adopt-A-Highway Project: March 25, 2006.  Meet at Exit 233, I-25 and Alameda, at 9:15 a.m. 

Park on the northwest corner of the intersection in the motel parking lot.  For more information, contact:  Bob

McMain at 248-1001 or David Johnson at 266-9960, or to be added to the project emal list, email

rdrunr@zianet.com

New Mexico Men’s Wellness 2006 Fall Conference:  Starting @ 7 PM  Thursday, Oct 26 to 1pm Oct 29, -  Ghost

Ranch; Abiquiu, NM; Theme:  TBA;  Contact: Tony Harris (505) 526-2398 (day) (505) 647-9670 (eve), email:

abharris@zianet.com

New Mexico Men’s Wellness Father/Daughter Conference: June 3,4,5, 2005 - Ghost Ranch, Abiquiu, NM.  Contact:

Michael Kauffman 505-421-2421 e-mail: windhorse @ plateautel.net.
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HELP

WANTED

New Mexico Men’s

Wellness can use a few

good men for the follow-

ing tasks: handling the

p.o. box, someone to

maintain the web site,

someone to handle

mailings using the latest

e-mail address list,

someone to do registra-

tions/rosters for the con-

ferences and someone

to edit this journal. Call

David Beckley for de-

tails at 505-291-9664.


